
2017 SLC
Self-confident trendsetter and technology leader.



Vehicle Highlights DESIGN 2017 SLC

The roadster, refreshed
Classic sports-car proportions and modern elements fuse to
make the new SLC a roadster for the road ahead.
Expressively designed headlamps flank a new diamond grille
in black, while new lower bodywork wraps around the body,
hugging the road and embracing the large wheels. At the
rear, the double-acting trunklid elegantly hides its seams
from the profile view, while sleek new LED tail lights leave a
lasting impression.

Retractable Panoramic roof
In under 20 seconds, the SLCʼs power retractable hardtop
folds, pivots and nests into the trunk, with a new electric
luggage compartment separator moving into place to define
the luggage space. The available Panoramic roofʼs tinted
see-through panel delivers a view of the sun and stars even
with the top raised, yet its light weight enhances the car's
low centre of gravity, for even sharper handling.

Staggered 17" and 18" wheels
Every SLC features staggered-width alloy wheels, with wider
rear wheels and tires that help put more power to the
pavement while the front tires deliver crisp steering
feedback. The SLC 300 features standard 17" wheels, with
18" wheels optional in a variety of styles and packages. The
new Mercedes-AMG SLC 43 grips the road and grabs your
attention with 18" AMG wheels, also available in a selection
of designs and colors.



Vehicle Highlights TECHNOLOGY 2017 SLC

LED lighting
In addition to standard LED Daytime Running Lamps and
fibre-optic LED tail lights, the active LED High Performance
Lighting System offers performance benefits with distinctive
style. Its Adaptive Highbeam Assist and Active Curve
Illumination help shine the most light where you need it most,
whether you're on a straightaway or in a curve.

Dual roll bars
Designed from the road to the sky as a convertible, the SLC
offers high levels of strength, rigidity and impact
management without excessive weight. A pair of tubular roll
bars, made of fibre-reinforced micro-alloy high-strength steel,
is affixed to the car’s rigid rear bulkhead. The windshield
frame is also fortified with high-strength steel in its pillars.

Advanced safety technology
New Active Brake Assist can alert you if it senses you’re
closing in too quickly on a vehicle ahead. It can even start
braking autonomously. Standard Passive Blind Spot Assist
can warn you of unseen vehicles to your sides. Optional
Distance Pilot uses radar to adapt your cruising speed to the
traffic flow, even if it’s stop-and-go.



Vehicle Highlights LUXURY 2017 SLC

Twin power sport seats
Each of the SLC’s deeply bolstered sport seats combines
enduring comfort on the open road with enthusiastic support
in corners. Available hand-fitted leather benefits from an
innovative sun-reflecting treatment. Standard heating, power
adjustment and memory makes enjoying them a breeze in
any season.

Season-extending innovations
When the setting sun or changing seasons send other
roadsters into hibernation, the SLC is cleverly engineered to
extend your top-down driving enjoyment. The innovative
AIRSCARF option envelops your neck in warmth, like a virtual
scarf. And the available AIRGUIDE windstops are clear draft
deflectors mounted to the dual roll bars that you can easily
pivot into place.

Endless playlist
An abundance of listening options ranges from dual USB
audio ports, to Bluetooth® audio streaming, to SiriusXM®
Radio. Available new Apple CarPlay® links your iPhone and
Siri® to your car, so you can make calls, read or dictate text
messages aloud, navigate to a destination, stream music and
podcasts, and more. The available 11-speaker
harman/kardon LOGIC7® system delivers 500 watts of lush
surround sound.



Vehicle Highlights PERFORMANCE 2017 SLC

SLC 300 turbo inline-4 engine
High-tech and turbo power squeeze more performance from
less fuel. The 2.0-liter four’s twin-scroll turbo quickly spins up
to 230,000 rpm to put all 273 lb-ft of torque on tap from just
1,300 rpm. Rapid-multispark ignition and high-pressure
Direct Injection can fine-tune their response with millisecond
speed. A new paddle-shifted 9-speed makes the most of all
that power.

DYNAMIC SELECT
A multimode drive program selector on the console lets you
transform the car's character with the flip of a switch. Four
modes (ECO, Comfort, Sport and Sport+) alter the throttle
response, shift points and steering effort, ECO Start/Stop
and more. A fifth “Individual” program lets you set up a mode
all your own. The fuel-saving ECO Start/Stop system can help
save fuel and emissions when you’re waiting at a red light or
stopped in traffic.

Symphonic exhaust notes
The SLC 300’s standard sport exhaust teams with the audio
system to intensify its visceral sound experience. For the
Mercedes-AMG SLC 43, the AMG sport exhaust features
flaps in each of its rear mufflers. A true dual system, it emits
a more subdued tone at gentler revs while unleashing a
throaty rumble during revs, gear changes and full-throttle
acceleration. In either model, the acoustics can be adjusted
via DYNAMIC SELECT.



Vehicle Highlights MERCEDES-AMG 2017 SLC

Mercedes-AMG SLC 43 biturbo
V-6 engine
The AMG-enhanced biturbo V-6 in the new Mercedes-AMG
SLC 43 generates 362 hp and 384 lb-ft of torque. Its
rapid-multispark ignition and high-pressure Direct Injection
respond lightning quick, much like the new paddle-shifted
9-speed features AMG sport programming. The red-striped
engine cover signifies the impressive roster of AMG
enhancements within, all ready to be unleashed by you.

Performance hardware
The Mercedes-AMG SLC 43 is track-ready yet comfortable
and confident in everyday driving. Its AMG High-performance
brakes feature large ventilated and perforated discs and
silver-painted 4-piston fixed calipers. The standard AMG
Sport suspension is enhanced with forged aluminum track
rods and increased negative camber at the rear axle, for
greater agility with more direct feedback.

Distinctive style
From its sculpted lower bodywork and 18" AMG wheels to its
exquisitely detailed cockpit, the Mercedes-AMG SLC 43
elevates both luxury and any driver’s heart rate. AMG-design
gauges and silver shift paddles greet your eyes and hands,
while standard Nappa leather and DINAMICA sport seats and
§ Red seat belts embrace you in style.



Options and Accessories 2017 SLC

Premium Package
A popular suite of premium luxuries you’ll soon consider must-haves.

AIRSCARF neck-level heating system
AIRSCARF is a neck-level heating system that provides warmed air
through vents within each head restraint. The AIRSCARF system
extends the top-down driving season with three heat settings and
airflow that adapts to your driving speed.

harman/kardon LOGIC7 surround sound system
With 500 watts of rich, full audio, the 10-speaker LOGIC7® system is
specifically engineered for the SLC. Digital Dynamic Volume Control
imperceptibly adjusts to maintain the sound spectrum for consistent
listening pleasure in varying driving conditions. 

Panoramic Vario roof
Fully retractable — just like the standard SLC hardtop — the optional
tinted Panoramic Vario roof delivers a sweeping view of the sky, even
when the weather turns cool.

COMAND Online Navigation with MB Apps
This state-of-the-art GPS navigation system features Enhanced Voice
Control, a fast 200GB hard drive and a high-resolution 7" colour screen.
It also includes a DVD/CD player with an internet browser and MB
Apps. Two USB ports in the centre armrest and an SD card slot are
available in the COMAND control panel.



Options and Accessories 2017 SLC

Premium Package cont.
A popular suite of premium luxuries you’ll soon consider must-haves.

KEYLESS-GO
Originally pioneered by Mercedes-Benz, KEYLESS-GO lets you unlock
your car and drive off without taking the SmartKey from your pocket or
purse. You can lock and unlock the doors with a touch of the exterior
handles, and start the engine by stepping on the brake pedal and
pushing the Start/Stop button on the dashboard.

SiriusXM Satellite Radio (with 3 months of service)
SiriusXM® offers 130+ channels of premium digital entertainment, from
news and talk to commercial-free music from every genre. Live
broadcasts of pro and college sports keep you on top of your favorite
games. Three months of service are included.

Rearview camera
For a better view of what’s directly behind your vehicle when reversing,
a wide-angle camera displays a live view on the in-dash COMAND
screen. Active parking guidelines on the screen help you back into a
parking space.

Active-LED High-Performance Lighting System
A Mercedes-Benz first, these full-LED active headlamps generate light
that’s even closer to natural daylight than Bi-Xenon headlamps. Active
Curve Illumination swivels the headlamp beams as you steer the car.
Expressively styled LED Daytime Running Lamps are integrated within
the headlamps.



Options and Accessories 2017 SLC

Premium Package cont.
A popular suite of premium luxuries you’ll soon consider must-haves.

Adaptive Highbeam Assist
Engineered to maximize illumination of the roadway without creating
glare for other drivers, Adaptive Highbeam Assist automatically and
infinitely varies the range of your high-beam headlamps. The system
uses input from a special camera to determine the distance to both
oncoming vehicles and those ahead of you. 

Smartphone Integration with Apple CarPlay
Apple CarPlay® brings an entirely new interface and variety of apps to
your Mercedes-Benz. Integrating with the in-dash colour screen, central
controller and steering-wheel controls, Apple CarPlay® looks and works
like your iPhone®. By linking your iPhone® and Siri® to your car, you can
make calls, read or dictate text messages aloud, navigate to a
destination, stream music, enjoy podcasts and audiobooks from a
variety of sources, and more.

Parking Assist with Parking Guidance
Included on Mercedes-AMG SLC 43 only / Available as a standalone
option on SLC 300

Parking Assist with Parking Guidance helps you size up parallel-parking
spots as you drive by, then displays steering instructions to help you
back into your chosen space. In any low-speed manoeuvre, Parking
Assist’s ultrasonic sensors in the front and rear bumpers help detect
nearby objects. Audible signals and illuminated displays in the cabin
help you navigate tight spaces with confidence.

Analogue clock
Included on Mercedes-AMG SLC 43 only

A precise timepiece with timeless appeal, the optional analogue clock
is situated atop the dashboard beneath its own sporty, arched hood. 



Options and Accessories 2017 SLC

Premium Package cont.
A popular suite of premium luxuries you’ll soon consider must-haves.

AIRGUIDE windstops and aluminum roll-bar trim
Available in Sport Package on SLC 300

The AIRGUIDE wind deflectors are clear, manually pivoting draft-stops
on each roll bar. Stylish aluminum trim for each roll bar is included.



Options and Accessories 2017 SLC

Sport Package
Performance and styling upgrades hone the SLC 300 to a sharper edge.
Available only on SLC 300

AMG styling
Standard on Mercedes-AMG SLC 43

Aggressive sculpting of the deep front air dam, flared side sills and rear
valance team with 18" AMG wheels for a gripping appearance befitting
the car’s handling. 

18" AMG 5-spoke wheels
Bold, racing-bred 18" AMG 5-spoke alloy wheels feature five sculpted
spokes that offer an enticing view of the brakes.

AIRGUIDE windstops and aluminum roll-bar trim
Available in Premium Package on Mercedes-AMG SLC 43

The AIRGUIDE wind deflectors are clear, manually pivoting draft-stops
on each roll bar. Stylish aluminum trim for each roll bar is included.  

Sport brake system
Larger, perforated front brake discs are grasped by painted calipers
featuring Mercedes-Benz logos.



Options and Accessories 2017 SLC

Sport Package cont.
Performance and styling upgrades hone the SLC 300 to a sharper edge.
Available only on SLC 300

AMG floor mats
Standard on Mercedes-AMG SLC 43

Stylish AMG floor mats feature metal AMG badges stitched into their
plush velour carpeting. 

Galvanized shift paddles
An electroplated finish gives the aluminum shift paddles an even more
satisfying feel, as well as a richly sporty appearance.



Options and Accessories 2017 SLC

Standalone Options
Make your SLC Roadster your own by choosing from a selection of innovative, thoughtfully designed
and thoroughly engineered options.

MAGIC SKY CONTROL
This upgrade of the Panoramic glass roof switches to light or dark
transparency at the press of a button. In Light mode, it is virtually
transparent, offering an open-air feel even in cold weather. In its dark
state, the roof provides welcome shade and helps keep the sun’s rays
from heating up the interior. And of course, the entire roof is
power-retractable, an SLC hallmark.

Parking Assist with Parking Guidance
Available in Premium Package on Mercedes-AMG SLC 43

Parking Assist with Parking Guidance helps you size up parallel-parking
spots as you drive by, then displays steering instructions to help you
back into your chosen space. In any low-speed manoeuvre, Parking
Assist’s ultrasonic sensors in the front and rear bumpers help detect
nearby objects. Audible signals and illuminated displays in the cabin
help you navigate tight spaces with confidence.

Leather upholstery
Available on SLC 300 only

Rich, full-grain leather is fitted by hand to the SLC’s seats. An
innovative treatment helps fend off the sun’s harsh rays. Choose from
Black or Sahara Beige, with contrasting topstitching adding sporty
detailing. The Black leather is also available with Red stitching and seat
belts. 

Nappa leather upholstery
Available on Mercedes-AMG SLC 43 only

Smooth, super-soft and sun-reflecting Nappa leather is hand-fitted to
the seats in this luxurious option. 



Options and Accessories 2017 SLC

Standalone Options cont.
Make your SLC Roadster your own by choosing from a selection of innovative, thoughtfully designed
and thoroughly engineered options.

18" AMG multi-spoke bicolour wheels 
Large yet lightweight 18" AMG alloy wheels feature asymmetrically
vaned spokes that convey precision and power. Black-painted inlays
enhance their high-tech look.

18" AMG triple 5-spoke bicolour wheels
Available on SLC 300 only

Five tapering, machine-finished spokes are ringed in a thin
machine-finished perimeter. In between them, gloss black inlays each
feature a pair of ultrathin spokes that add intricate detail and visual
strength. 

18" AMG 10-spoke bicolour wheels
Available on Mercedes-AMG SLC 43 only

Ten ultrathin spokes feature machined surfaces set off by black inlays,
for a bold, high-contrast appearance.

Distance Pilot
This radar-based cruise control adapts your set speed to the flow of
traffic ahead, automatically slowing until your path is clear again. If the
vehicle ahead slows to a stop, Distance Pilot can brake your car to a full
halt, then automatically resume when traffic starts moving. Even if
you’re not using the cruise control function, Active Brake Assist can
help detect an impending collision and automatically apply up to 100%
braking force to help reduce the severity of impact.



Options and Accessories 2017 SLC

Standalone Options cont.
Make your SLC Roadster your own by choosing from a selection of innovative, thoughtfully designed
and thoroughly engineered options.

Burl Walnut wood trim
The warm glow of hand-polished Burl Walnut wood lends the cockpit a
further air of refinement and exclusivity.

Dark Ash interior trim
Deep, rich, hand-polished Dark Ash wood trim adds dramatic style to
the console and doors.

Aluminum trim
Available only on Mercedes-AMG SLC 43. Standard on SLC 300.

Sleek aluminum with a subtle patterned texture adds a bright, high-tech
feel to the SLC cockpit.

Dark aluminum trim
Available only on SLC 300. Standard on Mercedes-AMG SLC 43.

For an ultramodern look, aluminum trim with a darkened color and
patterned texture adds a dramatic flair to the SLC cabin. 



Options and Accessories 2017 SLC

Standalone Options cont.
Make your SLC Roadster your own by choosing from a selection of innovative, thoughtfully designed
and thoroughly engineered options.

AMG carbon fibre trim
Available only on Mercedes-AMG SLC 43

Genuine carbon fibre is meticulously crafted and fitted to the doors and
console, bringing the rich racing heritage of AMG directly to the
cockpit. 

Illuminated door sills
Brushed aluminum sill inserts greet you with the soft glow of backlit
Mercedes-Benz logos as you open either door.



Options and Accessories 2017 SLC

Mercedes-Benz Genuine Accessories
Exclusively engineered to fit your car and your life, they’re the best way to make your SLC
unmistakably yours while keeping it genuinely Mercedes-Benz.

Car care products
Keep the interior and exterior of your vehicle looking their best with our
exclusive, specially formulated interior and exterior car care kits.

Navigation update
Owning a navigation system is one thing. Keeping it up to date is
another. Mercedes-Benz map update software keeps your maps and
Points of Interest current with the latest information. 

Winter wheel & tire packages
Winter wheels and tires can play a major role in your safety and your
vehicle’s handling and performance on icy, snow covered roads. Winter
tires offer increased traction in harsh conditions and can reduce
stopping distance by up to three car lengths.

Cargo area tray
Protect your cargo-area carpeting with this durable, easy to clean
plastic insert with 2" sides. Custom-formed to fit the cargo area of your
vehicle.



Options and Accessories 2017 SLC

Mercedes-Benz Genuine Accessories cont.
Exclusively engineered to fit your car and your life, they’re the best way to make your SLC
unmistakably yours while keeping it genuinely Mercedes-Benz.

Wheel upgrades
Choose from a wide selection of stunning wheels to accentuate your
style.



Specifications 2017 SLC

Engine2.0L turbo I4Power / torque241 hp / 273 lb-ftAcceleration0-100 km/h5.8 secFuel economycity/hwy9.5/7.2 L/100 kmSuspensionSport-tuned 4-wheel independentWheels17" 10-spoke Engine 2.0L turbo I4

Power / torque 241 hp / 273 lb-ft

Acceleration 0-100 km/h 5.8 sec

Fuel economy city/hwy 9.5/7.2 L/100 km

Suspension Sport-tuned 4-wheel independent

Wheels 17" 10-spoke
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Mercedes-AMG SLC 43

Power
@5,500-6,000

Torque
@ 2,000–4,200 rpm

Acceleration
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362hp

384 lb-ft

4.7sec


